get ORGANIZED

35 KITCHEN TIME SAVERS
FIND MORE SPACE in any room

& SLEEP BETTER TONIGHT! p 107

Plus

QUICK-CLEAN SOLUTIONS for your KITCHEN, BEDROOM, ENTRY, DESK & MORE

TOP 10 SKILLET SUPPERS
TRENDING: EXPOSED BEAMS
Structural accents are all the rage. Go with raw wood or have a contractor install steel beams for a more industrial look.

USE A COUCH AS A "WALL."
Keep an open floor plan feeling cozy by using low-profile pieces, like this tufted couch, and area rugs to define individual living spaces or rooms.

FAKE A KITCHEN "WINDOW."
Open up your space and mimic the feeling of extra square footage by breaking through a wall. Hello, visitors!

PUT STORAGE ON DISPLAY.
Face it—you may not always have a place for everything. Use pretty bowls, canisters and vintage accents to house items that reside on your countertop.